PL/I and thoughts of encapsulation


I have been reading about the OO ideas of code/data encapsulation to reduce some tightly coupled monolithic code that I have to something I can understand in detail, and I wondered how sympathetic PL/I would be to the use of those techniques. RTFM I hear your murmur! None such ever existed! I am also disposed to the ideas of Test-Driven development and wondered if the use of Junit and Java might be better than writing my own PL/I test handler. Two ways to do that: ask someone who has done it, and do it one-self. Option two is open to me.

My chosen sample code on which to experiment was the creation of a single control block ( a resource anchor to which many linked lists are chained, named RCOMMON) and a linked list of data control blocks (list has unknown number of elements, list is not ordered, named DCOMMON), The current code base has create DCOMMON code anywhere it fancies, data elements in the DCOMMON block are read or updated directly without necessarily any validation. 

The first steps on the PLI side are to bring the data and logic within a single procedure, and to permit data element read/write only through a defined  interface. One procedure for the RCOMMON and one procedure for the DCOMMON. The encapsulating procedure would be the only resource allowed to update data directly, access to data items is via published “getters” and “setters”. I can see how this enforces validation, but I do have some concerns about the cost. I want to raise that at the end, hoping that someone with more knowledge that I will be able to answer.

The working code allows for initial creation of block, and get/set for data elements

  Dcl _initRcommon    ENTRY                                     RETURNS(pointer byaddr);
  Dcl _getRcommonC  ENTRY (character(32))            RETURNS(character byaddr);
  Dcl _setRcommonC  ENTRY (character(32),character)   RETURNS(fixed bin(31) byaddr);
  Dcl _getRcommonP  ENTRY (character(32))             RETURNS(pointer byaddr);
  Dcl _setRcommonP  ENTRY (character(32),pointer)  RETURNS(fixed bin(31) byaddr);

The xxxRcommonC allow get/set character fields, xxxRcommonP allow get/set pointer fields, and so on for other data types. I did try to use “generic procedure calls” but could not see how to separate getRcommonC from getRcommonP since the input parameters are the same type. The getters return their field value of the prescribed type, and the setters return a return code.

I did something similar with DCOMMON

  Dcl _initDcommon  ENTRY (character(16))          RETURNS(pointer byaddr);
  Dcl _fndDcommon   ENTRY (pointer)                   RETURNS(pointer byaddr);
  Dcl _getDcommonC  ENTRY (pointer,char(32))     RETURNS(character(64) byaddr);
  Dcl _setDcommonC  ENTRY (pointer,char(32),char(64))  RETURNS(fixed bin(31) byaddr);
  Dcl _getDcommonP  ENTRY (pointer,char(32))          RETURNS(pointer byaddr);
  Dcl _setDcommonP  ENTRY (pointer,char(32),pointer)  RETURNS(fixed bin(31) byaddr);

The creation of a DCOMMON block requires the storage to be allocated and chained to the RCOMMON using its Rcommmon.child_first pointer. The “init” function only requires a blockname and returns a handle, which is used in all subsequent calls. A second DCOMMON block requires to be added to the existing chain. The difference between Rcommon and Dcommon is that Rcommon has no need of Dcommon knowledge, but Dcommon has need to update the Rcommon.child_first pointer which is now only accessible though its published getter/setter.

The code for RCOMMON is contained in attachment $article_rcommon.txt
The code for DCOMMON is contained in attachment $article_dcommon.txt

I created a short test main program to verify the code, then I created some “test orchestration” code so that I could just call “run test 1” “run test2” with predictable results that I might test. 

$article_test2.txt contains the PL/I test program which calls the DLL
$article_test2dll.txt contains the DLL test orchestration code

The PLI brings the DLL into memory by
    fetch  T01Common   title('DLLCOMMON/T01COMMON');
My original code was  title('dllCommon/T01common'); I spent a whole evening puzzling why that did not work. I still do not really understand why, but Eberhard Sturm's “New PL/I” book told me what to do. It had arrived only recently and I was not going to open it until I had finished rereading “Refactoring” by Martin Fowler. Stupid Boy.

Moving on now to making the PLI code available to Junit and Java, on the basis that the ANT/Junit testing suites contain a lot of thought and good work by many developers. The test orchestration code that interfaces to Java needs language conversion routines. I have used two tiers of Java to achieve this, the top level runs the tests, the lower level defines the Java native Interface (JNI) that calls the PL/I DLL directly. In this case there may be no need, but I have trialed cases where the PLI returns binary data or arrays, the lower level Java deals with this, maybe making some result to pass back to the higher level to test with an “assert” condition. In this way you can write a range of tests, and the entire suite of code can be compiled and run and any failures highlighted, the test is run by running a single BAT from a Windows DOS prompt. The tests I have here compiled and ran to completion in less that one second (my environment is Win2000 with vaPLI_2.1.14 on a dual-core AMD machine).

$article_test3.txt contains the Java “wrapper” which calls the DLL
$article_test3dll.txt contains the Java-DLL test orchestration code

I need to point out some difficulties with the PROC statement. The external clause needs to define an ID which Java can recognise, in this case 
<Java><DLL name><entry name>. 
If your Java code is within a package then the ID will need to reflect that, this is not documented in the IBM literature that I could see, and you  have no idea how long it took me to understand that! Now the ID becomes 
<Java><Java package name><DLL name><entry name>

jniCommon01:Proc( JNIEnv , thisObject, first PLI parameter... )
      external("_Java_jniCommon_jniCommon01")
      returns( pointer byvalue )  options( linkage(stdcall) byvalue );

The test suite tests the successful load of the DLL
                   try { System.loadLibrary("testXcommon");          }
before running as many automated tests as is coded.
$article_test3.txt contains the Java “wrapper” which calls the DLL
$article_testSuite.txt contains the Java test driver
$article_test3Suite_BAT.txt contains the BAT file I use to drive it

In  the customisation of the BAT environment I use ...
set PACKAGE=<Java package name>
set basesource=%MHOME%\source\%package%
where folder structure is <project><source><javaPackage>
or just
set basesource=%MHOME% ie : project folder
where all code, classes and .exe are all in the single project folder

Summary
I have attempted to answer my own question about how painful or otherwise is it to create and run an automated test suite of PLI code using Junit. The answer is “not too bad at all” once the mechanics of it are laid out. I have not used ANT as yet, but I believe that it allows some parts of a build/test to continue even if one leg fails.

The question of efficiency remains, run time efficiency that is. 

I always thought that setting a variable with something like
      r_ptr → Rcommon.reg_first_dcommon = addr(thisDcommon);
would be  no more than a dozen assembler instructions. 
Updating the same field using a setter interface, as in
     if setRcommon(“reg_first_dcommon”,addr(thisDcommon))>0 then //...error condition...//;
would be nearer a thousand assembler instructions, what with all the savearea, parameter  and register stuff. It might be worth it even so, just to tidy up the code as long as the modern CPU chips offset the performance hit. Does anybody have any idea of the resources used by these two techniques?  Martin Fowler states explicitly that “modern” languages have more or less done away with the overhead in calling a method. Really??? Hummmmm, how did they do that , then?

Next
A colleague who had coerced me into looking seriously at encapsulation and Junit thought that I should have the main code calling a “linked list orchestration interface” which coordinated the manipulation of Rcommon and Dcommon and all the other linked lists I have. Then the Dcommon routine would have no need to issue a _setRcommon call, it would be handled by the higher interface.





